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ABSTRACT
This study uses a longitudinal data set from 1991 to 2008 to investigate the relationship between income, health and entrepreneurship in the long term. Different from previous research based on cross-sectional data, our study finds that the self-employed do not have an advantage in earnings over the employee, and the interrelation between income and entrepreneurship is rather small in the long run. This is because incomes of the employee grow steadily over the years while those of the self-employed fluctuate almost around a constant level. Moreover, the self-employed are in association with better subjective well-being but worse objective health condition than the employee, largely because of the work characteristics of the two employment options. However, the self-employed tend to visit hospital less than the employee in spite of their poorer physical health. Based on the principal findings in this study, we provide some valuable policy suggestions aimed at promoting entrepreneurship.
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1. Introduction
Entrepreneurship has drawn more attentions from the policymakers in recent years, due to constantly low employment rate since the latest economic crisis. In 2011, British government successively launched two programmes to provide financial support and mentor support for people who want to start and grow their own businesses. As an alternative to paid-employment, entrepreneurship could help individuals out of unemployment status and simultaneously create extra job opportunities in labor market. Other main advantages of entrepreneurship include: the feeling of achievement, high degree of independence and potential for greater financial returns [1]. However, the self-employed always have to put more effort and time into their businesses, and thus experience more health problems [2]. This study aims to investigate the relationship between income, health and personal choice between entrepreneurship and paid-employment in Britain, and provide some policy implications for policymakers.

Rees and Shan (1986) are among the earliest to analyze the relationship between employment status and earnings, using an econometric model. And they found that, the probability of entrepreneurship increases in earnings differential between entrepreneurship and paid-employment [3]. Later researches gained the same result and considered the higher income as one of important attraction of entrepreneurship [4] [5]. However, there are also some researchers who provided different insight. Blanchflower and Shadforth (2007) pointed out that, the self-employed have actually lower median income than the employee, and nonpecuniary benefits, such as job satisfaction, are the main reasons individual chooses entrepreneurship [6]. The relationship between health and entrepreneurship has also been discussed in previous research. Jamal (2007) indicated the self-employed are positively associated with overall burnout, largely because entrepreneurship is more demanding for personal energy [7]. Lewin-Epstein and Yuchtm Yaar (1991) found the self-employed have greater risks in their lifestyle and suffer from more health problems than the employee [8]. Besides, there are other studies which highlight the poorer mental health among the self-employed, due to the higher job stress [9] [10].

Generally, this study has two main differences from previous research. First, former papers often base their analysis of entrepreneurship on cross-sectional data. However, it is more appropriate to build up a life course model by using longitudinal data, to reflect the long-term impact of various factors on entrepreneurship [11]. In light of this insight, our study chooses to use a data sample across 18 years to trace the dynamic process of individuals in various socio-economic respects. Second,
there is little previous research into how income, health and entrepreneurship are correlated to each other. Nowadays, fewer and fewer people are willing to earn higher income at the cost of health status. So it is strategically important to look into this issue.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the general profile of our data sample and the methods we use to impute and model the longitudinal data. In section 3 and 4, we conduct descriptive statistics and model analysis respectively, to reveal the interrelationship between income, health and the entrepreneurship. In section 5, we put forward some suggestions on how to promote the entrepreneurship based on the results before. Section 6 draws conclusion and provides some directions of further extensions.

2. Methodology

In this section, we firstly present the profile of our data sample that is used for our analysis, and explain how we imputed the missing data in the sample. Then we introduce the statistical approach we applied to handle the longitudinal data in our research.

2.1. Data Sample and Imputation

We use data from BHPS (British Household Panel Survey), which is designed as an annual survey since 1991 of each adult member of a nationally representative sample of more than 5,000 households, making a total of approximately 10,000 individual interviews. In order to reflect the long-term relationship between income, health and self-employment, our sample contains data from 1991 to 2008. Moreover, 67 variables are selected from BHPS for future modeling. Specifically, we employ the subject’s employment status as the dependent variable, which measures the choice between entrepreneurship and paid-employment. And our dependent variables incorporate income variables, health variables and other variables, which are included to control for the differences between the self-employed and the employee in other respects.

Then we discuss the methods used to impute the missing data. First, we only reserve the complete cases for the dependent variables. It means any respondent who fails to answer his/her employment status in any year is deleted. Second, missing data on income variables have been imputed in all years by BHPS. Finally, we use LOCF (Last Observation Carried Forward) and NOCB (Next Observation Carried Backward) to deal with missing data on other variables. For each respondent, LOCF use the last observed value of that variable to replace the missing value, while NOCB use the next observation. This two imputation techniques are not expected to bring bias into our statistical analysis, because the missing data rate is between 0 and 2% on every variable in our data set [12].

2.2. Modeling Approach

Different from cross-sectional data, longitudinal data set contains observed repeated values on the same variable for each subject across years. It is necessary to account for the correlation between the repeated observations in order to obtain a correct statistical result. Besides, a great deal of modeling approach only applies to the analysis when the dependent variable is approximately Gaussian. But our dependent variable, the choice between entrepreneurship and paid-employment, is binary nominal variable and thus non-Gaussian.

However, the GEE (Generalized Estimating Equations) approach could deal with the above two problems [13]. First, GEE introduces a “working” correlation matrix to cope with the interrelationship between observed values within each subject across years. And it is noted that, this matrix is not expected to be correctly specified to obtain the consistent estimators. Second, the GEE is developed from quasi-likelihood theory, which requires few requirement about the distribution of dependent variable. So the GEE is able to handle a great deal of distribution, including binary variable.

For model section, we employ the QIC (Quasi-likelihood Information Criterion), which is a modification to AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) to be the effective criteria available for GEE [14]. And the best GEE model is the one with the smallest value in QIC.

3. Descriptive Statistics

Longitudinal data set from 1991 to 2008 is derived from BHPS. We excluded the respondents with missing data on the dependent variable, that is the employment status, in any years. Finally, 1303 respondents are left in our data set, and self-employment rate of our sample is between 11% and 16% over the 18 years.

We employ the monthly net payment to measure the income level. It is noted that, incomes of all years are in real term and year 2008 is the base year. In figure 1, the average incomes of the self-employed are higher than the employee in most of the years before 2000. However, the income level of the employee grows steadily over time, largely because they could create more value for their enterprises with enhancement of both personal competence and social network. On the contrary, incomes of the self-employed fluctuate around an approximately constant level over the years. As a result, the average incomes of the employee become lower than 2001. Figure 2 indicates the self-employed have larger risk on their incomes...
than the employee, since they undertake the market uncertainty and possibility of failure.

We use subjective well-being and objective health condition to measure the psychological and physical health status respectively. Subjective well-being of the two groups is rated on scale of 0 to 12 by using 12-item General Health Questionnaire, which is made of questions like “Have you recently felt capable of making decisions about things”, “Have you recently felt constantly under strain”, etc [15]. It is noted higher score on this variable means worse subjective well-being. Figure 3 reveals the self-employed are better with respect to subjective health status than the employee. In general, the self-employed have the chance to make decisions about their own businesses and confront interesting challenges themselves. It makes the self-employed easier to have the feeling of achievement and enjoy their daily life. In contrast, the employee are subject to subordinate employee position, where they have to report to their supervisors and lack opportunity to make decision, and thus are harder to experience subjective happiness.

Objective health condition measures if the subjects have diseases, such as blood pressure, diabetes and migraine, across 18 years. In figure 4, the illness rate of the self-employed is higher than that of the employee in most of the 18 years, and it could be attributed to the work characteristics of the two sectors. It is generally supposed the self-employment is associated with longer working hours and greater job stress. Therefore, the self-employed are inclined to be less healthy. On the other hand, the employee have standard working hours and thus, have more time to take exercise and take care of their own health.
4. The Statistical Model

We use the GEE approach to model our longitudinal data sample, and the best model is shown in Table 1. Personal employment status is used as dependent variable. The dependent variables include income variable, health-related variables, and other variables controlling for the differences between the self-employed and employee in other aspects. The QIC value of this model is -52510. In addition, the p-values of all the estimates are less than 0.1. Therefore, all the variables in the model are significant and have the explanatory power for the employment status given 90% confidence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Estimates</th>
<th>Standard errors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-4.880×10⁻²</td>
<td>2.844×10⁻²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly net payment</td>
<td>-2.172×10⁻⁶</td>
<td>5.060×10⁻⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective well-being</td>
<td>-0.991×10⁻⁶</td>
<td>4.551×10⁻⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective health condition</td>
<td>1.631×10⁻⁶</td>
<td>4.496×10⁻⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of visits to hospital</td>
<td>-1.659×10⁻³</td>
<td>2.220×10⁻³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>5.258×10⁻³</td>
<td>2.371×10⁻³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of children in household</td>
<td>1.038×10⁻²</td>
<td>2.330×10⁻³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House ownership dummies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owned outright</td>
<td>7.346×10⁻³</td>
<td>1.910×10⁻²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buying mortgage or loan</td>
<td>3.554×10⁻³</td>
<td>1.815×10⁻³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rented</td>
<td>3.805×10⁻³</td>
<td>1.929×10⁻²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupation dummies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior officials and managers</td>
<td>9.322×10⁻³</td>
<td>8.507×10⁻³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professionals</td>
<td>7.591×10⁻³</td>
<td>8.164×10⁻³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technicians and associate profes-</td>
<td>3.611×10⁻³</td>
<td>7.350×10⁻³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sials</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clerks</td>
<td>-6.348×10⁻⁵</td>
<td>5.018×10⁻⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skilled agricultural and fishery</td>
<td>4.191×10⁻¹</td>
<td>2.868×10⁻²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>workers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craft and related trades workers</td>
<td>1.292×10⁻¹</td>
<td>8.769×10⁻²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race dummies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>-6.803×10⁻⁵</td>
<td>1.669×10⁻²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>1.446×10⁻⁵</td>
<td>4.290×10⁻²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>6.509×10⁻⁵</td>
<td>6.952×10⁻²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The coefficient of monthly net payment is negative and small. It means the self-employed are weakly correlated to lower income over the 18 years. This result is just the opposite to the previous researches, which consider the higher income is among the most attractive factors of the entrepreneurship. However, these studies are always based on cross-sectional data set. As Figure 1 shows, incomes of the employee rise steadily over the years due to enhancement of personal capability and probable promotion, while those of the self-employed fluctuate almost around a constant level. This time trend makes the employee received greater financial return than the self-employed in the long term, even though the incomes difference is very small.

For respondents’ health statuses, the final model incorporates 3 variables. The coefficient of subjective well-being is negative. Consider low score on this variable means high well-being, it implies the self-employed are in association with better subjective well-being. This result is consistent with our descriptive statistics before. Compared with the employee, the self-employed have high degree of independence and devote themselves into the jobs they have enthusiasm in. It would lead to better psychological experience in daily life and hence, better subjective well-being. In contrast, the employee have fixed work scope and need to be evaluated by the supervisor on their performance periodically.

The coefficient of objective health condition is positive, which reflects the employee are generally in better shape physically than the self-employed. Previous research always find the entrepreneurship a more demanding status, since individuals have to put a lot of effort and time into their own businesses, so as to cope with the market uncertainty and pressure of failure. In the long term, it is more likely that the self-employed would experience a decline in physical health.

However, the self-employed are associated with less visits to hospital in general despite their poorer health conditions. We could see from this result that, the self-employed are always willing to make the best of...
time to promote their own businesses, so they do not want to spend their time on seeing the doctors as long as they are able to bear the illness. For the employee, they could visit the hospital in spare time or take a sick leave.

5. Discussion and Policy Implications

Programmes and policies to promote entrepreneurship are very common in developed countries like Britain. They take on various forms to support people with willing to become self-employed, including skill training, access to financial support and mentor support, the provision of workplace, etc. In this section, we provide some valuable policy suggestions in promoting entrepreneurship, based on results of the present study.

In the long run, the employee tend to get promoted and obtain a stable growth in earnings, while the actual incomes of the self-employed keep almost unchanged. Besides, the self-employed have higher uncertainty in earnings than the employee. Therefore, individuals lack sufficient economic incentives to set up their own businesses.

To resolve this problem, some adjustments to taxation system could be conducted, so as to improve the relative net incomes of the self-employed to the employee. Specifically, the differences in the tax bases between the entrepreneurship and paid-employment could be employed for this purpose [16]. For instance, tax policies can be established to allow the self-employed to deduct extra cost and expense from taxable income. In addition, early research also supported that, higher marginal tax rates are in association with higher rates of entrepreneurship [17]. Apart from legitimate differential in tax bases between the two employment options, the self-employed have more opportunities to misreport their taxable income. And these differences could be amplified with increase in marginal tax rate.

In terms of health, our study shows the objective health conditions of the self-employed are averagely worse than the employee. However, the self-employed visit the hospital less than the employee. In addition to full schedule of the self-employed, this observation also results from the fact that, companies always provide allowance for the medical expenses of their employees.

Therefore, programmes aimed at improving the health condition and providing better medical insurance for the self-employed should be initiated. First, the communities could run health knowledge lectures and training classes for registered self-employed, to promote their health consciousness. And it is also an effective way to provide well-appointed playground at favorable price or for free, in order to inspire their willing to take exercises. Second, the government could provide the self-employed with a more comprehensive health service system, which includes but is not limited to: regular physical examination, extra allowance for medical expenses, and an exclusive green channel to see the doctor. These measures are expected to stimulate the self-employed to visit the hospital when they really fall sick.

6. Conclusion

In summary, our study sheds light on the long-term relationship between income, health and entrepreneurship. Distinct from previous research based on cross-sectional data, the self-employed do not have greater returns from work than the employee, and the association between employment status and income is very small. In terms of health, the self-employed generally experience better subjective well-being than the employee, but are in worse shape with respect to objective health condition. The reason is that, the self-employed are free from the subordinate employee position and more likely to experience the feeling of achievement; however, the entrepreneurship requires individuals to put more effort and time into the businesses, which would result in a decline in physical health in the long run. To stimulate the entrepreneurship, suggestions about improving the relative incomes and health conditions for the self-employed are made for the policymakers’ references.

For future research, we find it promising to explore the entrepreneurship in China based on our methods and results, since the Chinese government begins to attach more importance to the self-employment. It is expected to provide some insights to the Chinese policymakers in promoting entrepreneurship.
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